
 

Working Toward Zion: Principles of the United Order for the Modern World  

This 484 pp. volume consists of 21 chapters, 64 pp. of footnotes, 21 items from historical archives, 5 
personal photographs, 39 pp. of bibliography, 9 pp. describing 58 NGOs, and a 13 page index. The 
Forward was written by Hugh Nibley and the quotes recommending the book include support from 
Richard Bushman, along with several LDS social innovators, CEOs, management consultants,and others 
seeking to better the world. Various general authorities at the highest levels of LDS Church leadership 
gave the book very positive feedback that was not to be publicized. A range of scholars and Mormonism 
experts read early manuscripts and offered professional reviews before publication. Latter-day Saints of 
the political right and left evaluated the chapters, critiquing our writings from multiple perspectives.  
Upon publication, various journals published essays and reviews. 

In the first half of Working Toward Zion we attempt to examine the contemporary realities of human 
poverty and suffering. Within that context, we trace the origins of the Mormon Law of Consecration and 
Stewardship as envisioned by the Prophet Joseph Smith. We explain the various economic models 
attempted as these practices were implemented down through church history. We compare and contrast 
ancient economies, down to the Industrial Revolution and the changing issues of work, wealth, poverty, 
and capital. The book critiques the rise of inequality, extravagant CEO compensation, unemployment, 
plant closings and other social ills of our day. The rise of modern business, accounting, and corporate 
tools for generating the production of modern conveniences and profits are assessed. In contrast to the 
evolution of capitalism, we also explore the rise of socialism and the Third Way paradigms which have 
been sought by progressive nations during the 20th Century. 

In the book’s second half, we trace the evolving world from pioneer times to the present and spell out 
various social innovations around the globe and within Mormon society as LDS members seek a better 
society for themselves and their neighbors. This section ranges from worker participation and employee 
ownership (ESOPs) to large-scale devlopment projects of the World Bank, USAID and the UN. Within 
Mormonism, we also highlight LDS welfare programs, employment projects, church humanitarian 
services, and other top-down programs. On the other hand, we also write about unique efforts by 
individual Latter-day Saints to improve life for others. We assess small-scale, bottom-up initiatives, 
grassroots village development in the Third World and NGO strategies such as microcredit, social 
entrepreneurship, clean water systems, agriculture, family health, local schools for education, 
humanitarianism, worker cooperatives, sustainable methods for improving the quality of life, and so 
forth.We cite the ambitious projects of LDS wards and individuals as they have sought to do good on 
their own. Working Toward Zion concludes with a call to action urging readers to fight poverty, donate to 
good causes, serve humanity, practising principles of the United Order in their personal lives, without 
waiting until the institutional church announces such a shift. Instead, we invite all to labor in building a 
Zion economy where there is no extreme poverty, but rather the beloved society envisioned by prophets 
down through the ages. 

Below are a mix of comments from customers and scholars from Amazon’s pp. regarding this book. 
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Working Toward Zion: Principles of the United Order for the Modern 
World Paperback –1999 

by James W. Lucas  (Author), Warner P. Woodworth (Author), Hugh Nibley (Foreword) 
Saints both ancient and modern have found Enoch's Zion compelling - a society where there "were 
no poor among them." In Working Toward Zion, authors Lucas and Woodworth point the way for 
Latter-day Saints to apply the economic principles of the restored gospel to meet the challenges of 
societies distraught by economic and social turmoil - today and in the future - demonstrating how 
Latter-day Saints can combine stewardship, consecration, and entrepreneurship to generate 
righteous prosperity for all who seek Zion. 
4.5 out of 5 s tars   6 customer reviews 
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Most Helpful Customer Reviews 

5.0 out of 5 starsGives some practical advice 
By Deanna on August 20, 2013 
Format: PaperbackVerified Purchase 
This book goes through some economic history and then the history of economics in LDS history. Then it 
gives practical suggestions as to how to consecrate our lives, money and all our means to the Kingdom 
and thus build Zion. A very good book. 
Comment Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report abuse 
  
5.0 out of 5 s tarsGreat! 
By Winfield Broadhurst, Jr. on February 24, 2013 
Format: Hardcover Verified Purchase 
Practical guidelines on the application of those principles that will lead to a Zion life! A must read for those 
who desire to work towards living the Law of Consecration! 
Comment Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report abuse 
  
1 of 1 people found the following review helpful 
5.0 out of 5 s tarsBought Again 
By C. Cattron on October 14, 2010 
Format: Paperback Verified Purchase 
Any book that I go back and buy again, to me hits my top rated shelf. I bought this when I first became a 
member of the LDS church, and ate it up. I was constantly sharing pieces of it with friends. I tried to live 
without the book for 3 years, but just couldn't stand not having it to pull from the bookshelf during 
conversations. I finally bought another copy, and recommend it to all who ponder the question of what it 
means to "consecrate our all". It is a dense read at times, but only because it contains such a wealth of 
information. 
Comment Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report abuse 
  
1 of 4 people found the following review helpful 
3.0 out of 5 starsGood on Solution, Poor on Cause 
By Reeper on November 18, 2008 
Format: Paperback Verified Purchase 
"These applications assume that we are operating within the modern free market economy." (p.22) 
 
Applications are only as good as the assessment of the cause for problems they are formulated to 
resolve. We do not live in a "free market" economy and haven't for nearly a century. (A book the author 
may not want you to read: The Victory of Reason by Rodney Stark) That this book gets the cause of all 
our problems wrong is evident from the obvious liberal bias contained herein. For example, Joseph and 
Mary were not homeless. (p. 28) This is a secular interpretation of scripture conjured to endorse the 
socialist economy in which we now live. It was Hilary Clinton that stated Christmas celebrates "the birth of 
a homeless child." Before I am accuse of nit-picking, I am only showing the inability of the author to think 
critically because so many of the views expressed as cause to the problems of the modern economy 
originate in leftist ideology--an ideology that legitimizes the soul destroying and dehumanizing effects of 
the collectivist welfare and socialist state. Business is looked upon as the cause to the plight of workers 
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when, in reality, business is the scapegoat for the true cause behind the downward harmonization of 
America with the Third World. If Jesus was a "homeless" baby, then it was because the State uprooted 
his family from their home to travel to Bethlehem in order to pay taxes! The same problems we face 
today, as extensively researched in this book, have the same cause. (A book the author may not want 
you to read: America's Engineered Decline by William Norman Grigg) 
 
I gave the book three stars because of its solutions. They are not appeals to the state but that divine 
spark in humanity called compassion. While these applications will most certainly fail in the present 
economy--they were designed on the assumption of such problems existing in a free market economy--
they do show us the first step we must take towards their implementation--the restoration of a truly free 
market economy. The restoration of America's 19th Century free market economy will return America to 
the prosperity it once knew. While a great majority of the problems cited in this book will be resolved by 
such a restoration, there are others that will continue to require resolution. This is where Lucas and 
Woodworth succeed in their efforts "that there be NO poor among us." While Laissez Faire will resolve 
most problems, it will not resolve all. It will only provide the conditions in which the United Order can 
flourish so that all problems can be resolved. Just as political liberty created the atmosphere for religious 
freedom and a restoration of the gospel, so to is economic freedom and laissez faire required to create 
the atmosphere necessary to the establishment of a United Order. 
3 comments Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report abuse 
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Reeper 2 years ago 
Report abuse 
I am not resting my case of utopia (ie. United Order) on laissez faire. Laissez faire is the least destructive 
dystopia, but it is not utopia. However, I do believe that anarcho-capitalism creates the environment in 
which a United Order can be established without outsider influence or intervention. Turning "economic 
freedom" over to the State for "protection" results in regulation by the community writ large (ie. outsiders 
who do not believe in a United Order as understood by the Saints). Under such conditions of State 
Capitalism (ie. Socialism), a United Order is impossible. So I just want to clarify that I am NOT defending 
anarcho-capitalism as utopia, merely the environment in which the United Order can have any opportunity 
to be established without outsider (ie. non-member) influence and/or intervention. Franchising the 
heathen in affairs of the United Order by rendering unto Caesar what belongs to the Lord can no more 
quickly preclude the establishment of a United Order on gospel principles. 

 
Learner 2 years ago 
Report abuse 
I appreciate this review. But it illustrates for me the challenge we aspiring saints face in reaching Zion: we 
are too devoted to worldly ideologies. Liberals, conservatives, capitalists, socialists, libertarians, 
environmentalists, anarchists, etc. - how will we move beyond this level of thinking? How will we learn to 
see eye to eye and become one in heart? It will be fascinating to see how the Lord does it. And, I fear, a 
wrenching process ahead of us. 
 
I do disagree that free market is as promising as the reviewer believes. Capitalism has brought material 
prosperity for many. But it has also been accompanied by widespread exploitation, greed, and destruction 
of our natural world. Currently in America, one in six can't afford a doctor when sick, and 1 in 6 don't get 
enough food. How will the free market ever bring us to where "there are no poor among them?" It 
certainly hasn't so far. The reviewer laments that the market is not free enough. For me it's been free 
enough already to bring plenty of negatives. 
 
So I don't see that capitalism is the final answer. It reminds me of that Churchill quote about democracy: 
"the worst form of government except for all those others that have been tried." 
 
I have faith that the United Order, whatever version we get of it in the future, will be much better. 

 
Reeper 7 years ago 
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Three important points about the book: 
 
1) Protectionist policies do not help the poor. Laissez faire promotes the greatest equitable distribution of 
wealth. Since the Church is a global church, free trade is the best policy for establishing a global united 
order. 
 
2) Membership in the United Order must be based on a willingness to work. 
 
3) Family unity essential for the preservation of the handicap. 
  
10 of 12 people found the following review helpful 
Why did it take so long to write this book? 
By Kendal B. Hunter on February 18, 2006 
Format: Paperback 
So why did it take so long to write this book? Most members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints know they have an obligation to help the poor, and the businessmen, by virtue of having more 
money, have the greater obligation. Kudos to Lucas and Woodworth for all of the extensive research into 
the early United Orders, for distilling the Order's essentials, and then applying them to our modern 
economy. This book is a practical guide to setting up a business based on the principles of the United 
Order, which is what all LDS-owned businesses should have been in the first place! 
 
The principles are the key. As they repeat over and over again, Messrs. L and W are not advocating a 
rogue Restoration neo-Amishism. In their correct reading of Adam Smith (which is a rare thing), the 
principles of Free Enterprise are based upon principles of morality (p. 63, c. f. Aristotle "Ethics" Book V, 
Chapter 5). In fact, it is only within a free enterprise system that respects personal liberty and property 
rights that the economic Zion can be established. 
 
The book contains numerous examples of small, collective co-ops that already exist and have worked for 
several decades that can serves as models. Written in 1996, the authors make a passing reference to the 
Perpetual Immigration Fund (p. 333), which becomes more striking considering the subsequent creation 
of the Perpetual Education Fund. 
 
This book is written with the pre-Business undergrad or MBA candidate in mind, or the small 
businessman. Since they have the necessary capital, they have to make the first move. However, the 
message can be adapted to anyone wanted to help out more. 
 
I felt that some background reading would help. First, an understanding of the Gospel is essential, with a 
particular emphasis on the passages that talk about the United Orders-Moses 7, Alma 18, and the 
relevant sections in the Doctrine and Covenants. Furthermore, since this book is a response to Nibley's 
"Approaching Zion," you need to read it first for context. It would also be helpful to know the basic 
principles of economics, so read Frederic Bastiat's "The Law," then Thomas Sowell's "Basic Economics" 
and "Applied Economics" in that order. Arrington's "Great Basin Kingdom" would be helpful, but not 
required. 
 
I see only four problems with this book-which, considering the subject matter makes this book a gold 
medal winner. 
 
The first problem is metaphysical: why are people poor in the first place? 
 
The second deals with statism. The recent Kelo v. New London ruling means that no one's personal 
property is safe. Couple that with a junior senator recent comment: "We're saying that for America to get 
back on track, we're probably going to cut [Bush's tax cut] short and not give it to you. We're going to take 
things away from you on behalf of the common good." As pointed out, one of the reason why the early 
Utah orders failed was due to state greed (p. 338-339). With comments and ruling like this, we all should 
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be getting queasy. And if the United States falls to statism, the rest of the globe is sure to follow. 
 
The third problem has to do with Pareto's 80%-20% principle: most of the people in any system are dead 
weight. After highlighting the success of the Mondragon co-op, they authors grimly confess "There have 
been no `other Mondragons.'" (p. 326). Pareto suggests the reason why, which presents us with an 
insurmountable metaphysical problem. The scriptures suggest that United Orders may be established in 
the Millennium, after a substantial demographic shift (Malachi 4:1; D&C 5:19; Teachings of George Albert 
Smith, p. 179) 
 
The last critique is that the authors do not connect the United Order to the Atonement. Joseph Smith said 
"The fundamental principles of our religion are the testimony of the Apostles and Prophets, concerning 
Jesus Christ, that He died, was buried, and rose again the third day, and ascended into heaven; and all 
other things which pertain to our religion are only appendages to it" (TPJS, p. 121). 
 
Since the United Order is an appendage of, or is dependant upon, or secondary to the Atonement, they 
need to start there. What they have is really book on volunteerism and almsgiving for businesses. Howard 
W. Hunter gave a talk called "Ethics Alone is Not Sufficient," and I say "The United Order Alone is Not 
Sufficient." 
 
In that sermon, Elder Hunter asked: 
 
"We would agree that to follow a strict code of moral ethics, society would reach a high state of perfection 
and many of the present-day problems would be solved, but is ethics alone sufficient to attain our goals in 
life?" (CR, October 1969, p.112) 
 
In a later address he taught: 
 
"The Resurrection is the single most fundamental and crucial doctrine in the Christian religion. It cannot 
be overemphasized, nor can it be disregarded. Without the Resurrection, the gospel of Jesus Christ 
becomes a litany of wise sayings and seemingly unexplainable miracles-but sayings and miracles with no 
ultimate triumph." ("An Apostle's Witness of the Resurrection," Ensign, May 1986) 
 
So to Lucas and Woodworth, I say success with these cautions, with particular emphasis on the last one. 
Latter-day Saint Economics cannot be divorced from Latter-day Saint Ethics, and we cannot divorce both 
the Atonement-it is all one system. Without the central miracle of the Savior, our economics will have, in 
Elder Hunter's words, "no ultimate triumph." 
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I haven't read this book yet so I don't know what it says.  
 
But my understanding of the United Order is that excess *profits* are voluntarily given back into the 
system. This is different from a "charity tax" which is what the preceding commenter seem to be worried 
about. 
 
The preceding commenter says: "To deny the repayment of loans in order to subsidize the standard of 
living of individuals whose trade, skill, or work ethic does not justify a subsidy amounts to theft of other 
peoples' money." 
 
This is a misunderstanding of how the United Order works. It's not about subsidizing freeloaders. It's 
about everyone having private ownership of their assets, and using them to work to provide for 
themselves and for their spiritual progression. It's also about unselfishly giving their unneeded excess 
back into the system, so that the whole community may benefit - including, I assume, providing business 
loans. 
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How will the United Order deal with "freeloaders"? I don't know but I'm sure it will address this issue. 
Certainly I imagine the first step is to "teach correct principles and let the people govern themselves." 
People will be taught the principles of provident living. 
 
Even in today's society, many of the "freeloaders" are actually physically or mentally sick, or did not have 
the benefit of a good family and education. These things provide a foundation for success - things which 
many of us "successful" people take for granted, and forget that we got this foundation merely by being 
born fortunate, rather than anything we did to deserve them. 
 
So the money received back into the United Order will I'm sure be used to foster education and health for 
all, so that all may prosper. 

 
Reeper7 years ago 
Report abuse 
YOU STATE: 
 
[Businessmen, by virtue of having more money, have the greater obligation [to help the poor.] 
 
This book is written with the pre-Business undergrad or MBA candidate in mind, or the small 
businessman. Since they have the necessary capital, they have to make the first move. However, the 
message can be adapted to anyone wanted to help out more.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Businessmen get their money from business loans, either from banks, government, or investors. These 
have to be repaid and usually at interest. To deny the repayment of loans in order to subsidize the 
standard of living of individuals whose trade, skill, or work ethic does not justify a subsidy amounts to theft 
of other peoples' money. Charity is the better alternative. Lets not deny basic economics on this matter. 
 
In his book Basic Economics: A Citizen's Guide to the Economy, economist Thomas Sowell fleshes out 
his criticism that the businessman is affluent in money to redistribute: 
 
"People who are politically committed to policies of redistributing income and who tend to emphasize the 
conflicts between business and labor, rather than their mutual interdependence, often accuse those 
opposed to them of believing that benefits must be given to the wealthy in general or to business in 
particular.... But no recognized economist of any school of thought has ever had any such theory or made 
any such proposal. It is a straw man. It cannot be found in even the most voluminous and learned 
histories of economic theories. 
 
"In reality, economic processes work in the directly opposite way from that depicted by those who imagine 
that profits first benefit business owners and that benefits only belatedly trickle down to workers. 
 
"When an investment is made, whether to build a railroad or to open a new restaurant, the first money is 
spent hiring people to do the work. Without that, nothing happens. Even when one person decides to 
operate a store or hamburger stand without employees, that person must first pay somebody to deliver 
the goods that are going to be sold. Money goes out first to pay expenses and then comes back as profits 
later - if at all. The high rate of failure of new businesses makes painfully clear that there is nothing 
inevitable about the money coming back.  
 
"Even with successful and well-established businesses, years may elapse between the initial investment 
and the return of earnings. From the time when an oil company begins spending money to explore for 
petroleum to the time when the first gasoline resulting from that exploration comes out of a pump at a 
filling station, a decade may have passed. In the meantime, all sorts of employees have been paid - 
geologists, engineers, refinery workers, truck drivers. It is only afterwards that profits begin coming in. [...] 
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"In short, the sequence of payments is directly the opposite of what is assumed by those who talk about 
[the businessman's obligation.] The workers must be paid first and then the profits flow upward later - if at 
all." (Basic Economics, Thomas Sowell, pp. 388-389) 
  
Was this review helpful to you?  Yes No  Report abuse 
  
1 of 1 people found the following review helpful 
Bought Again 
By C. Cattron on October 14, 2010 
Format: Paperback Verified Purchase 
Any book that I go back and buy again, to me hits my top rated shelf. I bought this when I first became a 
member of the LDS church, and ate it up. I was constantly sharing pieces of it with friends. I tried to live 
without the book for 3 years, but just couldn't stand not having it to pull from the bookshelf during 
conversations. I finally bought another copy, and recommend it to all who ponder the question of what it 
means to "consecrate our all". It is a dense read at times, but only because it contains such a wealth of 
information. 
Comment  Was this review helpful to you?  Yes No  Report abuse 
  
4 of 6 people found the following review helpful 
thought provoking and thorough 
By zinnia on June 16, 2004 
Format: Paperback 
This book gives fantastic context for the law of consecration : historical, social, political, scriptoral, legal, 
religious and more. It includes background on co-ops in Europe, Britain, and the US (both religious and 
secular) and has insight from prophets, scholars and historians. The depth and breadth of the discussion 
are incredible - and it includes dozens of ways to apply the principles of the law in modern capitalistic life. 
I highly recommend this book for anyone who has wondered what this law was really about and how it 
applies today. 
I only regret that the book was not written later to include 1) the perpetual education fund, which 
addresses many ideas presented in the book and 2)the recent corporate fraud cases in which investors - 
and particularly employee stock option holders - were robbed billions of dollars by bogus accounting 
practices. Both topics would fit beautifully in the discussion. 
Comment  Was this review helpful to you?  Yes No  Report abuse 
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gives some practical advice 
This book goes through some economic history and then the history of economics in LDS history. Then it gives 
practical suggestions as to how to consecrate our lives, money and all... Read more 

Published on August 20, 2013 by Deanna 
Great! 
Practical guidelines on the application of those principles that will lead to a Zion life! A must read for those who 
desire to work towards living the Law of Consecration! 

Published on February 24, 2013 by Winfield Broadhurst, Jr. 
Good on Solution, Poor on Cause 
"These applications assume that we are operating withing the modern free market economy." (p.22) 
 
Applications are only as good as the assessment of the cause for...Read more 

Published on November 18, 2008 by Reeper 
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